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The Center for ETHICS* at the University of Idaho offers study, intervention, outreach, consultation, and leadership in 
developing and advancing the theory, knowledge and understanding of character education including moral and ethical 

reasoning, moral development, ethical leadership, and ethical application. The Director of the Center is Dr. Sharon Kay 

Stoll http://www.educ.uidaho.edu/center_for_ethics  Newsletter is on hiatus; but weekly or twice monthly updates will be 
sent out to keep our supporters abreast of what is occurring at the Center. This is a brief synopsis of the week's happening 

while Newsletter. 

 
 

In our continuing work with Winning With Character, we received word from the University of Georgia football 

team that our curriculum continues to be the curriculum of choice in teaching moral reasoning and leadership 

ethics.  Coach Mark Richt still believes that the Center for ETHICS* at the University of Idaho has the best 

curriculum available for servant leadership. 

 

Dr. Luis Calmeiro and Dr. Stoll’s manuscript titled Validation of the RSBH Value-judgment Inventory in 

Portuguese Adolescents was submitted to the European Journal of Sport Science. 

 

Dr. Stoll has been invited to review one of The Hong Kong Institute of Education Faculty-level Research 

Centers.  The major role of the Institute’s Faculty-level Research Centers focuses on research capacity building, 

knowledge generation and research-based knowledge transfer.  Their deliverables are expected to be largely 

academic publications and related forms of research outputs.  At the end of its last 3-year cycle, CRSE will 

submit a final report and a future development plan for the Institute’s consideration of whether it will be 

renewed for another 3 years, redesignated as a departmental research group or abolished.  The CRD believes 

that Dr. Stoll’s professional comments will certainly provide valuable insights for its consideration. 

 

Clinton A. Culp, Doctoral Candidate, is scheduled to defend his dissertation, The Pedagogy of Moral Reasoning of 

U.S. Marine Corps Lieutenants while at The Basic School (TBS), on Monday the 23
rd

 of April at 3:00 p.m.. 

 

Tom Grant, Doctoral Candidate, producer, will have his documentary on an educational project in India shown at 

the grand opening of the Nature Research Center in Raleigh, NC. The documentary shows how photography 

workshops in rural India can be used to help children appreciate and document their rapidly changing culture. It 

will be shown as part of the Nature Research Center’s Global Town Hall that will highlight sustainability 

projects around the world. 

 

Seth Haselhuhn, Ph.D. Student, is an abstract reviewer for the 27
th

 Annual Conference of the Association for the 

Applied Sport Psychology that will take place October 3-6
th

 in Atlanta, Georgia. 

https://www.appliedsportpsych.org/conference.  He is also the first author for a lecture submission, Creating 

Consistent Hitters: A Mastery Approach to Developing Collegiate Players’ Confidence, and a secondary author 

for a workshop submission for Coaching Development: Diverse Perspectives on a Systematic Approach to 

Enhancing Coach Effectiveness. 

 

The Center for ETHICS* and The World Anti-Doping Agency (WADA) is working on a collaborative education 

project, Competing with Honor: To Dope or Not to Dope.  One of the projects goals is to educate high-level 

athletes on the value competing drug free.  Upon successful completion of the initial project the course will 

become part of WADA’s educational curriculum.   

 

If you would like to have your athletes participate in the project please contact Dr. Stoll at (sstoll@uidaho.edu).   

Teams Currently Participating 

Idaho Vandals Women’s Soccer Team 

Washington State University Cougar Men’s Basketball Team 
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